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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space with norm l/.11 and r a positive real number. If u 
is a function with domain C--r, b], then for any t E [0, b], U, will denote 
the function with domain C-Y, 01, defined by u,(0) = u(t + 0) for 
-r<tl<O. 
It is the object of this paper to discuss the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions u(t) to the abstract semilinear functional differential equation 
u’(t) = -A(t) u(t) +A4 u,), t 3 0, 
u()=dEC([-r,O],X). 
(1) 
The family { -A(t): t 3 0) is supposed to generate a linear evolution 
system and f(t, u,) is a nonlinear operator, continuous with respect to a 
fractional power of A(r) for some r 2 0. It is known that local solutions to 
(1) exist under fairly general continuity assumptions on the nonlinear term 
f(t, u,) (see [3,4]). Combined with condition (5) below this guarantees the 
existence of a global solution u(t); cf. [3, p. 5391. Our results then say that 
if the linearized equation u’(t) = -A(t) u(t) is asymptotically stable the 
same holds true for (1) provided that the nonlinear perturbation f is suf- 
ficiently small. The main point hereby lies in the fact that the bound forfis 
independent of the time lag r > 0. 
2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Let {A(t): t > 0} be a family of linear operators from X to X. We 
introduce the following restrictions: 
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(Al ) The domain D(A) of A(t) (t 2 0) is dense in X and independent 
of t. A(t) is a closed linear operator. 
(A2) For each t >O the resolvent R(1, A(t)) exists for all J. with Re 
16 0, and there exists C> 0 (independent of t, 1) so that IIR(A, A(t))11 6
CAnI + 1). 
(A3) There exist y E (0, 1) and C> 0 so that 
11(.4(t)-A(s)) K’(r)ll <Clt-sl’ for all t,s,r>O. 
It is well known that under assumptions (Al)-(A3) a linear evolution 
system { W(t, s): 0 <s 6 t < co } is generated by the operators -A(t) (see, 
e.g., [ 1, Part 21). Also, the integral 
exists for each ~1 E(0, 1). Here, {e sA’r): s 3 0) represents the analytic 
semigroup generated by -A(t), and T(s) denotes the Eulerian Gamma 
function. The operator A “(t) given by (2) is a bounded, linear operator 
whose inverse A”(t) is well defined. A”(t) is a closed linear operator with 
D(A”(t)) dense in X. With the norm //xIIz= IIA”(O) ~(1, D(A”(0)) is a 
Banach space, and we denote this space by X,. Let E, = C( [ -r, 01, X,) be 
the Banach space of continuous X, valued functions on C-r, 0] endowed 
with the supremum norm 
Consider the nonlinear Volterra integral equation 
u(t) = WC 0) d(O) + j-’ WC s)fb, u,) 4 t > 0, 
0 (3) 
where f(., .) is a continuous function from [w’ x E, to X (the number 
N E (0, 1) is fixed from now on). Equation (3) is the integral version of (1). 
If the function g(t) =f(t, u,) is Holder continuous in t for t E [w ’ = [0, co), 
then u(t) as given by (3) is continuous for t > -Y, continuously differen- 
tiable for t > 0 and satisfies (1) (see [ 1, Theorem 2.3.21). 
The following assumptions will be used: 
We have 
lIA"(0) W(t, s)ll <K(t-s) mx e mw(rm .” for Ods<t (4) 
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with constants K, w > 0 that are independent of s, t. Also 
Ilf(c rc/)II Gwfa,+w) for tB0, $EE,, (5) 
where ~EC([W+, [W+) and 
L<w’-“(KT(1 -LX))-‘. (6) 
Let us remark that (4) is satisfied if, besides (Al)-(A3), it is required that 
sup0 < r,s < m IIA(t) A-‘(s)ll < co and that there exists a closed operator 
A(co) with bounded inverse and domain D(A) such that [1(,4(t)-A(a)) 
A~‘(O)JI-+Oas t+c~ ([l, Chap.2.131). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
We will prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let u E C( [ -r, co), X,) be a solution of (3) and suppose that 
conditions (4)-(6) are satisfied. Then 
(i) Ilu(t)(ll is bounded ifh(t) is bounded, and 
(ii) ll~(t)ll~=o(l) ifh(t)=o(l). 
Furthermore, 
(iii) ifh(t)=O(e-“‘)for somep>O, then IIu(t)JIx=O(eP”‘)for some 
6 > 0. 
Remarks. (E) In case L < e-“‘o’-“(KT( 1 - cl)))l the above assertions 
have been proved by Rankin [3 J. The essence of our result lies in the fact 
that the bound for L does not depend on the time lag r. 
(p) The role of A(0) can be played by any operator A(z), T 20. 
4. PROOF 
We will make use of a simple lemma. For convenience, the following 
notation is introduced: 
Let T > 0 and let g, p: [0, co) -+ [w be two functions with g(s) > 0 for s 3 0 
and Jg g(s) ds < cc for all c > 0. Then, for y E C( [ - r, 00 ), [w + ) the operator 
S is defined by 
(SL.)(r)=~(t)+j’s(l-s)11’,1 4 t > t, (7) I 
where ly,l =sup-,.,.,y(s+O 
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LEMMA. Let the operator S be defined by (7). Let y, z E C( [ - r, co), R + ) 
and T3 T. Then, if 
r(t) - tSy)tt) <z(t) - (Sz)tt) .for t > T 
and 
y(t)<z(t) for -r<tdT, 
we have y(t) < z(t) for all t > -r. 
Proof (cf. [S, Chap. 11). Since g is locally L’ in [0, co), the operator S 
is well defined. If the assertion is not true, let r~ = inf(t: y(t) = z(t)}. Thus 
y(o) = Z(G) (which implies 0 > T) and y(r) < z(l) for t < rr. We get the con- 
tradiction 
z(0) = y(c) <z(o) + (S,v)(o) - (Sz)(o) d z(a). 
Proof of the Theorem. Since u is a solution of (3) we have (t > 0) 
Ilu(t) < II WC 0) 9(O)ll, + j-i W(O) W(4 s)ll Ilm %)ll ds. 
Let y(t)= Ilu(r)jll. Using (4), (5) we get for t >O the inequality 
Y(~)6~t~‘e~““~~~(O)/I +Ji K(t-s) n e ““’ ‘)L(Jy,l +h(s))ds, 
where ly,J = SUP-,~~~~ y(s+ 0). 
(i) Let C, =sup{h(l): t>O}. Then 
s I KL(t-s)-” e- 0 W(I-S)h(S)dS~:LC,O~~l j’“‘s--“e--‘ds 0 
<KLC,o”+‘r(l-a). 
Since 
we thus get 
y(t)gC+KLS:(r-s)-‘p-““-“ly,l ds, t>O, 
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where C denotes a certain positive constant. The lemma gives y(t) 6 A for 
t>-rifA>Cissuchthat 
A>C+KL 1: (t--s)-= e-w(‘-s)A ds, t > 0, 
i.e., if 
A>C(l-KLT(l-a) UY1)--l. 
(ii) By (i) we already know that there is a C,, > 0 such that 
h(t), Y(t) < co for 2 > 9. 
Let E > 0. Then there is a T > 0 with 
Kt-“e-@‘llqi(O)II, h(t) < 6 for tbz. 
Choose T> z so that 
2KLCozs-“e-““< 8 for sBT-z. 
For all t 2 z we then get 
5 ‘KL(t--s)-” e-““-“‘(Jy,j +/z(s)) ds 0 
< ~KLC~ ,’ (t-s)-” e-cu(‘-s) ds 
s 
as well as 
=2KLC,!’ s-ae-wSdscc 
r-7 
I ’ KL(t - s)-” e-““-“‘h(s) ds * 
<KLc ‘(t-s)-ae-W(‘--S)ds 
5 r 
<KLo”-‘T(l -Cl)&. 
Hence 
y(t)<C&+KL j’ (t-s)-” ecw(r-s)(ySl ds for taT, 
r 
where the constant C > 0 is independent of E. 
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Let 
z(t) = BE + C,ec’(‘- ‘I, t> --Y. 
For t 2 T we have 
= CF + KLBE “ 
1 
(t-s)-“e-‘d-S) ds 
r-T) 
s 
’ (tAs)- Ze-‘“.-““‘-A’ ds 
T 
< CE -I- KLBEo”- ’ I(1 -cc)+KLCoe”‘(w-6)~~1~(1 -E)e-“(rPT’. 
Hence 
z(t) > CE + KL ’ (t -s)-“e-(“(‘ps)Iz,,I ds, 
i 
t b T, 
T 
provided that 
B>C(l-KLf(l-LX) ~II+~)~’ 
and that 6 > 0 is chosen so small that 
KL(o-6)“-’ f(1 --a) e*‘< 1. 
Such a choice is possible by (6). 
It is obvious that y(t) < z(t) for -r d t < T. Thus, the lemma implies 
y(t) <z(t) for all t >, -r. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, this gives the desired 
result. 
(iii) Without loss of generality we may assume that p < o. Reasoning 
as above we get 
y(t)<CeeP’+KL I d (t-s)-‘e -“(r-s)Iysl ds, t >O, (8) 
and .v(t)<C for -rd t<O with a constant C>O. 
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Let z(t) = AeP6’, t 2 -r. Then the lemma implies that y(t) < z(t) for all 
t B -r provided that A, 6 > 0 are chosen such that 
A>C+KU(l-cr)(w-6)“-’ PA, 6 < p. 
This is possible by (6), which proves the last part of the theorem. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(CX) It should be noted that if 
KLT(1 -a)(~-p)‘-’ ep’< 1 (and P<o), (9) 
then the choice 6 = p is possible in the proof of (iii), which gives Ilu(t a = 
O(ePP’). This is the (slightly generalized) result established by Rankin [3]. 
If, however, instead of (9) we only assume (6), then, in general, (8) does 
not imply y(t) = O(ePP’), as shown by the following example: 
Let w = 2, p = 1, c1= f, r = 2 and KLZJf) = 1. Then (6) is fulfilled, and (8) 
reads: 
y(t)< Ce-‘+ & 1: (t--s)-“* e-2(‘-s)Jysl ds, t > 0. 
For small enough A > 0, this inequality is satisfied by the function Ae-‘12 
which is not O(e-‘). 
(p) The above method of proof can also be used to strengthen 
Theorem 4.1 in [2], which remains true if the condition e”‘LMIjB-‘I( < w 
is replaced by LMIJ B-‘Jj < w. The argument is the same as in the proof 
of (iii). 
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